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Abstract

In the framework of fully permutable loops� tiling has been studied extensively as a source�

to�source program transformation� We build upon recent results by H�ogsted� Carter� and

Ferrante ����� who aim at determining the cumulated idle time spent by all processors while

executing the partitioned �tiled	 computation domain� We propose new� much shorter proofs

of all their results and extend these in several important directions� More precisely� we provide

an accurate solution for all values of the rise parameter that relates the shape of the iteration

space to that of the tiles� and for all possible distributions of the tiles to processors� In contrast�

the authors in ���� deal only with a limited number of cases and provide upper bounds rather

than exact formulas�

Keywords� Tiling� fully permutable loops� idle time�

R�esum�e

Dans le cadre des boucle compl
etement permutables� le pavage a �et�e beaucoup �etudi�e comme

une transformation source�
a�source� Nous nous basons sur des travaux r�ecents de H�ogsted�

Carter� et Ferrante ����� dont le but est de d�eterminer le temps d�attente cumul�e pass�e par

tous les processeurs pendant l�ex�ecution le domaine de calcul partionn�e �pav�e	� Nous proposons

des nouvelles preuves� plus courtes� de tous leurs r�esultats et nous les �etendons dans plusieurs

directions importantes� Nous donnons une solution plus pr�ecise pour toutes les valeurs du

param
etre rise qui relie la forme de l�espace d�it�eration 
a celle des tuiles� et pour toutes les

distributions possibles des tuiles sur les processeurs� Les auteurs dans ���� ne traitent qu�un

nombre limit�e de cas et fournissent des bornes sup�erieures plutot que des formules exactes�

Mots�cl�es� Pavage� boucles compl�etement permutables� temps d�attente�
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� Introduction

Tiling is a widely used technique to increase the granularity of computations and the locality of data
references� This technique was originally restricted to perfect loop nests with uniform dependencies�
as de�ned by Banerjee ���� but has been extended to sets of fully permutable loops �		� �
� ����
Tiling is a widely used technique to increase the granularity of computations and the locality of
data references� The basic idea is to group elemental computation points into tiles that will be
viewed as computational units� The larger the tiles� the more e�cient the computations performed
using stateoftheart processors with pipelined arithmetic units and a multilevel memory hierarchy
�illustrated by recasting numerical linear algebra algorithms in terms of blocked Level � BLAS
kernels ���� ���� Another advantage of tiling is the decrease in communication time �which is
proportional to the surface of the tile� relative to the computation time �which is proportional to
the volume of the tile�� The price to pay for tiling may be an increased latency �if there are data
dependencies� for example� we need to wait for the �rst processor to complete the whole execution
of the �rst tile before another processor can start the execution of the second one� and so on�� as well
as some loadimbalance problems �the larger the tile� the more di�cult to distribute computations
equally among the processors��
Tiling has been studied by several researchers and in di�erent contexts ���� ��� 	�� ��� 	�� 
� ��

��� �� �� ��� �� �	� 	��� Rather than providing a detailed motivation for tiling� we refer the reader to
the papers by Calland� Dongarra� and Robert ��� and by H�ogsted� Carter and Ferrante ��	�� which
provide a review of the existing literature� Most of the work amounts to partitioning the iteration
space of a uniform loop nest into tiles whose shape and size are optimized according to some criteria
�such as the communicationtocomputation ratio�� Once the tile shape and size are de�ned� there
remains to distribute the tiles to physical processors and to compute the �nal scheduling�
In this paper� we build upon the work of H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	�� Given a tiled

domain� they aim at determining the cumulated idle time spent by all processors� This cumulated
idle time heavily depends upon the tile and domain shapes� A new parameter� called the tile rise�
is introduced in ��	� in order to relate the shape of the iteration domain to that of the tiles� and it
is shown to have a signi�cant impact on the idle time� Both parallelogramshaped and trapezoidal
shaped iteration spaces are considered� We summarize the results of ��	� in Section 	� Then we
introduce a slightly di�erent model of computation� which enables us to propose new� much shorter
proofs of these results� and we extend them in several important directions� More precisely� we
provide an accurate solution for all values of the rise parameter and for all possible distributions
of the tiles to processors� while the authors in ��	� deal only with a limited number of cases and
provide upper bounds rather than exact formulas� These new results are presented in Section �� In
Section 
� we apply our results to the problem of hierarchical tiling� that is� when multiple levels of
memory and parallelism hierarchy are involved� In Section �� we state our conclusions and discuss
directions for future research�

� Determining the Idle Tile of a Tiling

In this section� we summarize the results of H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	�� who make the
following hypotheses�

�H�� There are P available processors interconnected as a ring� Processors are numbered from �
to P � ��

�This small list is far from being exhaustive�
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Figure �� An example of parallelogramshaped iteration space with parallelogramshaped tiles�
Arrows represent dependences between tiles�

�H�� Tiles are parallelograms with vertical left and right edges� The size and shape of the tiles are
given� so that we deal only with a partitioned �already tiled� iteration space� as in Figure ��

�H�� The iteration space is a twodimensional parallelogram or trapezoid� with vertical left and
right boundaries� The �rst column �and all columns in case of a parallelogramshaped iteration
space� has M tiles�

�H�� Tiles are assigned to processors using either a onedimensional full block distribution or a
onedimensional cyclic distribution� In other words�

� for a block distribution� there are P columns in the iteration space� and all the tiles in
column j� � � j � P � �� are assigned to processor j� and

� for a cyclic distribution� there are bP columns in the iteration space� and all the tiles in
column j� � � j � bP � �� are assigned to processor j mod P �

�H	� The rise parameter relates the shape of the iteration space to that of the tiles� It is de�ned
as follows�

� Let the slope �in reference to the horizontal axis� of the top and bottom edges of the
tiles be rtile�

� If the iteration domain is a parallelogram� let riter be the slope of the top and bottom
boundaries� In this case� H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	� de�ne the rise r as

r � riter � rtile�

� If the iteration domain if a trapezoid� let riter top and riter bottom be the slopes of the top
and bottom boundaries� respectively� In this case� H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	� let
rt � riter top� rtile be the rise at the top of the iteration space and rb � riter bottom� rtile
be the rise at the bottom of the iteration space�

See Figure 	 for an illustration�

�H
� Each tile depends upon both its left neighbor and its bottom neighbor �see Figure ���
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Figure 	� Shape of the iteration space� the rise is positive in �a� and negative in �b��

�H�� Because of hypotheses �H
� and �H��� the scheduling of the tiles is by column� Each processor
starts executing its �rst column of tiles as soon as possible� After having executed a whole
column of tiles� a processor moves on to its next column� The time needed to process a tile
is Tcomp �with the notations of ��	�� Tcomp � h�w� where h and w are the normalized height
and width of a tile�� The time needed to communicate data from a tile to its right neighbor
is Tcomm � c � Tcomp� As stated in ��	�� c may take any positive value �even though we
expect c � � for large tiles� because the communication volume grows linearly with the tile
perimeter� while the computation volume is proportional to the tile volume��

Communications can be overlapped with the computations of other �independent� tiles� More
over� no communication cost is paid between a tile and its top neighbor� because both are assigned
to the same processor��

We summarize in Table � the results obtained in ��	�� In this table� Ia denotes the cumulated
idle time spent by the P processors while executing the tiled iteration space� As pointed out
in ��	�� idle time can occur for two di�erent reasons� �i� a processor may have to wait for data
from another processor� or �ii� a processor may have �nished all of the tiles assigned to it� and it
is waiting for the last processor to terminates execution� In Table �� condition �C� is a technical
condition �M � ��� c� r�P � that states than no processor is kept idle when ending the processing
of one column of tiles assigned to it� in other words� it can move on to its next column without
waiting for any data to be communicated�

� New Results

In this section we propose new proofs and extend the work of ��	��

��� Task Graph Framework

The key to our approach is the following� rather than laboriously computing the idle time of each
processor� and then summing up the results to get the total idle time Ia� we compute the parallel

�A precise modeling of the communication and computation costs for state�of�the�art machines can be found in
����






Parallelogram shaped�Block distribution

r � �� Ia � P �P � ����� r� c�Tcomp

r � �	 Ia � max�c�
�
�r
� �r

�
�PTcomp

Parallelogram shaped�Cyclic distribution

r � �� � condi
tion �C�

Ia � P �P � ����� r� c�Tcomp

r � �	 Ia � max�c�
�
�r �

�r
� �bPTcomp

Trapezoidal shaped�Block distribution�rb � rt

rb � �� Ia � P �P � ���� � rt�rb
�
�

c�Tcomp

rb � �	 � �� �
rt

Ia � �max�c�
��r�

�r
� ��

� �P � �� rt�rb
�
�PTcomp

rb � rt � ���
rb � �	

Ia � �max�c�
��r�

�r
� ��

� �P � �� rt�rb
�

� rt
�
�PTcomp

Trapezoidal shaped�Block distribution�rt � rb

�� � rt � rb Ia � P �P � ���� � rt�rb
�
�

c�Tcomp

��� � c� � rt �

��
Ia � ��P������

rt�rb
�
�c�� rt

�
�

�� � rb � PTcomp

rt � ��� � c� �
��

Ia � ��P���
rb�rt
� � rt

� �PTcomp

�� � rb

rt � rb � �	�
rb � �	

Ia � �max�c�
��r�

�r
� ��

� �P � �� rt�rb� � rt
� �PTcomp

Table �� Summary of the results of H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante

execution time tP with P processors� and we state that

P � tP � Ia � Tseq�

where Tseq is the sequential time� that is� the sum of all tile weights �see Figure ���

We describe the tiled iteration space as a task graph G � �V�E�� where vertices represent the
tiles and edges represent dependencies between tiles� A handy view of the graph is obtained by
�rotating� the iteration space so that rtile � �� Dependencies between tiles are now summarized
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See Figure 
� where we have rotated the iteration space of Figure ��

Computing the parallel execution time tP is a wellknown task graph scheduling problem� Since
the allocation of tiles to processors is given� the task amounts to computing the longest path in
the dependency graph� where the weight of a path is the sum of the weights of its vertices and
edges� All vertices have same weight Tcomp� Horizontal edges have weight Tcomm �they imply a
communication cost�� while vertical edges have zero weight �no communication cost due to the
allocation�� The problem has complexity O�jV j � jEj� �simply traverse the direct acyclic graph
G�� but we aim at �nding a closedform formula for tP � speci�cally� an analytical expression in the
problem parameters M � P � r� and c�

��� Preview of Results

A summary of our results is given in Table 	� A few comments are in order�

� In Table 	 we assume that M is su�ciently large �see Sections ��� to ��� for a more precise
statement�� This hypothesis was implicit in the results in Table � quoted from ��	� �see
Remark 	��

� We use a slightly di�erent model for border tiles �the �rst and the last one in each column��
We view the number of tiles in each column as a continuous function of the rise r� which
introduces partial tiles� These partial tiles are assigned a weight that is proportional to their
area� exactly as in ��	�� For instance consider Figure � where r � ����� In the �rst column�
there is no tile below the horizontal axis� In the second column� there are two tiles below the
horizontal axis� the �rst one is a full tile� while the area �hence the weight� of the second one�

�



Parallelogram shaped�Block distribution

� � r � c � � tP �MTcomp� Ia � �

�� r � c � � tP � �M � �P � ��
� �� � r � c��Tcomp

Ia � P �P � ����� r� c�Tcomp

Parallelogram shaped�Cyclic distribution

� � r � c � � tP � bMTcomp� Ia � �

�� r � c � � tP � �M � �� � r � c�
� �bP � ���Tcomp

M � �� � r� c�P Ia � P ��bP � ���� � r � c�
� �b� ��M �Tcomp

� � r � c � �� tP � �bM � �� � r � c�
� �P � ���Tcomp

M � �� � r� c�P Ia � P �P � ����� r� c�Tcomp

Trapezoidal shaped�Block distribution

� � rb � c � �� tP �MTcomp

rt � rb
� � rb � c � �� tP � �M � �P � ���rt �

rb��Tcomp

rt � rb
� � rb � c � �� tP �MTcomp

� � rt � c � �

� � rb � c � �� tP � �M � �P � ���� � rt �
c��Tcomp

� � rt � c � �

Trapezoidal shaped�Cyclic distribution

� � rb � c � �� tP � �bM�

rt � rb
b�b���

� P �rt � rb��Tcomp

� � rb � c � �� tP � �bM � �
b�b���

�
P

rt � rb � b�P � ����rt� rb��Tcomp

� � rb � c � � see Proposition 


Table 	� Summary of the results of this paper

on the border of the domain� is half that of a full tile� If we had r � ����� the weight would
be ���� Tcomp for the boundary tile� Since partial tiles may only occur at the bottom and at
the top of the iteration space� their weight has a little impact on the total execution time��

� For trapezoidal shaped iteration spaces� the total idle time Ia is not reported in the table�
However� it can be computed straightforwardly from the relation PtP � Ia � Tseq� where

�We have checked this using a comprehensive simulation program� see ��	��

�
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Figure �� Partial tiles on the boundary�

Tseq � bP �M � bP��
� �rt � rb��Tcomp �let b � � for a block distribution��

��� Parallelogram shaped�Block distribution

This is the simplest case� and we work it out in full detail� In the formula below� we use the notation
a� to denote the positive part of a real number a�

a� �

�
a if a � �
� if a � �

Proposition � Assume a parallelogram�shaped iteration space of size M � P �block distribution�
and rise r� If M � �P � ��jrj� Then

tP � �M � �P � ���� � r� c���Tcomp�

Equivalently�

Ia �

�
P �P � ���� � r � c�Tcomp if � � r� c � �
� otherwise

Proof All processors have the same workload MTcomp� Because of the dependencies� processor
P � � is always the last one to terminate execution� We discuss separately the case r � � and the
case r � ��
If r � �� processor q � P � � can start processing its �rst �P � �����r� tasks at timestep

t � �� Then� at timestep t � ��P � ��rTcomp� it can continue the processing of its column �i�e��
the remaining M � �P � ��r tiles� only if data communicated along the horizontal axis is already
available� Otherwise it must wait� To process �and communicate data from� the �rst �P � �� tasks
of the horizontal axis takes �P � ���� � c�Tcomp� Therefore� the longest path in the dependency
graph has length

�P � ��max��r� �� c�Tcomp � �M � �P � ��r�Tcomp�

This longest path is represented in Figure ��
If r � �� processor q � P �� must wait �P ���rTcomp timesteps for processor q � � to complete

its �rst �P � ��r tasks� Then processor q � P � � must wait another �P � ����� c�Tcomp timesteps

�
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Figure �� Longest path when r � � �and M �
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for executing tiles and communicating data along the horizontal dependence path that leads to its
�rst task� Only then� at timestep t � �P � ���� � r � c�Tcomp� can processor q � P � � start the
execution of its M tasks� and it will not be further delayed during this processing� The longest
path in the dependency graph is represented in Figure ��
We summarize both cases with the single formula

tP � �M � �P � ���� � r� c���Tcomp�

The formula for Ia is derived from the equation PtP � Ia � Tseq� with Tseq �MPTcomp�

Remark � We see that the results in ��	�� as reported in Table �� are inaccurate� A small rise
does not prevent from a quadratic idle time� the precise condition is � � c � r � �� which makes
good sense because the communicationtocomputation ratio of the target architecture has to play
a role� In a word� when � � r � c � �� the rise is so small �r � ��� � c�� that all tile columns can
be processed independently� On the other hand� when � � r � c � � �which is always true when
r � ���� the total idle time grows quadratically with the number of processors�

Remark � The assumption M � �P � ��jrj is needed to ensure the validity of the formulas� See
Figure �� �one of� the longest path is given by the processor q � Q� where M � �Q � ��jrj� and
the parallel time is

tP � �M � �Q� ���� � r � c���Tcomp�

�



Note that Q may be much smaller than P in this case� The idle time becomes

Ia �

�
P �M

jrj
� ���� � r � c�Tcomp if � � r � c � �

� otherwise

Processor Q

Figure �� r � � and M � P jrj

��� Trapezoidal Shaped�Block Distribution

Proposition � Assume a trapezoidal�shaped iteration space of size M �P �block distribution� and
rises rb �bottom� and rt �top�� If M � �P � ���jrtj� jrbj�� then

tP � �M � �P � ����� � rb � c�
� � rt � rb�

��Tcomp�

Proof Let C�j� � M � j�rt � rb� for � � j � P � � be the workload of processor j� that is�
the total weight of column j� If � � rb � c � �� then all columns can be processed independently�
The total time is given by the largest processor workload� tP � C��� � M if rt � rb� and
tP � C�P � �� �M � �P � ���rt� rb� otherwise�
If � � rb � c � �� all processors spend some idle time due to horizontal communications� The

discussion is similar to that in the proof of Proposition �� If r � �� processor q� � � q � P � ��
can start processing its �rst j���rb� tiles at timestep t � �� but then needs to wait until timestep
t � �� � c�jTcomp before processing the rest of its column� that is� the remaining C�j� � rbj tiles�
If r � �� processor j has to wait until timestep t � �� � c � r�jTcomp before starting to work� In
both cases� processor j terminates the execution of its column at timestep

t � ��� � c� rb�j �M � j�rt � rb��Tcomp�

Depending upon the sign of �� � c � rb� � �rt � rb� � � � c� rt� this quantity is maximum either
for j � � or for j � P � ��
Altogether� we assemble the results of our case analysis in the above formula�

Again� we point out that the condition � � rb � c � � is the key to minimizing idle time� If
this condition holds� the only idle time that remains is due to the unbalanced workload �with a
trapezoidal iteration space� processors have di�erent workloads�� but no overhead is due to data
dependencies �and to the communications they incur��

��



��� Parallelogram Shaped�Cyclic Distribution

Proposition � Assume a parallelogram�shaped iteration space of size M �Pb �cyclic distribution�
and rise r� If M � �P � ��br� then

tP �

���������
��������

bMTcomp

if � � r � c � �
��� � r � c��bP � �� �M �Tcomp

if � � r � c � ��M � �� � r � c�P
��� � r � c��P � �� � bM �Tcomp

if � � r � c � ��M � �� � r � c�P

0 1 2

(P-1)(1+c) P(1+c) P(1+c)

M

-(P-1)r

P-1 2P-1 bP-1

M+(P-1)r

M+(2P-1)r

M+(bP-1)r

-(2P-1)r

-(bP-1)r

Figure �� Sketch of the proof with rb � ��

Proof All processors have the same workload bMTcomp� If � � r � c � �� all tile columns can be
processed independently� and the �rst part of the result follows�
If � � r � c � �� processor P � � is always the latest one to terminate execution� We discuss

the two cases r � � and r � � separately� If r � �� the work of processor P � � �which is assigned
columns P � �� 	P � �� � � � � bP � ��� can be decomposed as follows �see Figure ���
tP � max�� � c��r��P � ��

max of propagating data along horizontal axis
and of computing tiles below axis in column P � �

�
Pb��

k��max��� � c�P�M � Pr�
remaining tiles in column kP � �
and tiles below axis in column �k � ��P � �

�M � �bP � ��r
remaining tiles in column bP��

��



For r � �� the same decomposition leads to �see Figure ����

tP � �� � r � c��P � ��
start�up time

�
Pb��

k��max��� � c� r�P�M�
tiles in column j � kP

�M
tiles in column j � �b� ��P

It turns out that� because � � r � c � �� the two expressions for tP coincide� in other words�
the last expression is valid for both r � � and r � �� This directly leads to the result�

0 1 2 P-1 2P-1 bP-1

{Pr

{(P-1)(1+c)
Pr

{
P(1+c)

P(1+c)
Pr

M

M

M

M

Figure ��� Sketch of the proof with rb � ��

��� Trapezoidal Shaped�Cyclic Distribution

The trapezoidal shaped�cyclic distribution is the most di�cult case� We have the following result�

Proposition � Assume a trapezoidal�shaped iteration space of size M � bP �cyclic distribution�
and rises rb �bottom� and rt �top�� If M � �P � ��b�jrtj� jrbj�� then

tP �

����������
���������

�bM � b�b���
�

P �rt � rb��Tcomp

if � � r � c � �� rt � rb

�bM � � b�b���� P � b�P � ����rt� rb��Tcomp

if � � r � c � �� rt � rb
max�t�j�� � � j � P � ��

if � � r � c � �

�

where t�j� � ����c�j�
Pb��

k��max����c�P�M�Prb��j�kP ��rt�rb���M��j��b���P �rt�Tcomp�

Proof If ��rb�c � �� all tile columns can be processed independently� In this case� the processor
that has the largest workload is processor � if rt � rb and processor P � � otherwise� The workload
of processor j is

Pb��
k��C�j�kP �� where C�j�kP � �M ��j�kP ��rt� rb� is the weight of column

�	



j�kP � � � j � P��� � � k � b��� This leads to the �rst part of the result� if rt � rb� the maximum
is achieved for processor � �and

Pb��
k��C�kP � � bM� b�b���

�
P �rt�rb��� while if rt � rb� the maximum

is achieved for processor P � � �and
Pb��

k��C�P � � � kP � � bM � � b�b���
�

P � b�P � ����rt� rb���
If � � rb � c � �� it is more di�cult to determine the longest path� If rb � �� we use the same

decomposition as in the proof of Proposition � to decompose the work of processor j� � � j � P ���
t�j� � max�� � c��rb�j

max of propagating data along horizontal axis
and of computing tiles below axis in column j

�
Pb��

k��max��� � c�P�M � Prb � �j � kP ��rt � rb��
remaining tiles in column j � kP
and tiles below axis in column j � �k � ��P

�M � �j � �b� ��P �rt
remaining tiles in column j � �b� ��P
We have to take the maximum value of these quantities to obtain the parallel execution time�

tP � max�t�j�� �� j � P � ���

Now if rb � �� the same decomposition leads to the expression �for processor j��
t�j� � �� � c� rb�j

start�up time

�
Pb��

k��max��� � c� rb�P�M � �j � kP ��rt � rb��
tiles in column j � kP

�M � �j � �b� ��P ��rt� rb�
tiles in column j � �b� ��P
Again� this last expression for t�j� coincides with the one when rb � �� hence the result�

Remark � It is not di�cult to analytically compute the value of j� � � j � P��� that maximizes
t�j� in Proposition 
� This is a simple but tedious case analysis depending upon the problem
parameters P � M � c� rb and rt�

� Hierarchical Tiling

As pointed out by H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	�� tiling may be used for multiple levels of
memory and parallelism hierarchy� One important motivation for determining the idle tile of a
timing in ��	� was� in fact� to demonstrate that such an idle time can have a signi�cant impact on
real performance for a large application�
We reuse the example in ��	� to illustrate this point� A large rectangular iteration space with

horizontal and vertical dependencies is partitioned into supertiles� In turn� each supertile is parti
tioned into secondlevel tiles that are assigned to processors� See Figure ��� where supertiles and
secondlevel tiles are rectangular� as opposed to the situation in Figure �	� where supertiles and
secondlevel tiles have a parallelogram shape� To motivate this example� think of a large outofcore
problem� where data is stored on disk� Supertiles are brought in from disk and distributed among
the processor main memories �there is an implicit synchronization between two consecutive super
tiles�� Which is the best strategy� rectangular tiles as in Figure ��� or parallelogramshaped tiles as
in Figure �	� It is stated in ��	� that rectangular tiles incur a substantial idle time penalty� whereas
parallelogramshaped tiles do not �at least in steady state partial tiles do incur a penalty� too��

��
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Figure ��� Partitioning the iteration space into
rectangular supertiles and secondlevel tiles �the
rise is r � ���
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Figure �	� Partitioning the iteration space into
parallelogramshaped supertiles and second
level tiles �the rise is r � ����

The results of the preceding sections enable us to answer the problem� we analytically compute
the best partition shape as a function of the iteration space parameters and of the target machine
characteristics�
Let h and w be the normalized height and width of secondlevel tiles whose processing requires

Tcomp � hw timesteps� Assume a block distribution of tiles to processors so that each supertile
is of size Mh � Pw� in other words� in a supertile there are P columns of M tiles each� We have
P � 
 and M � � in Figures �� and �	� Let the size of the whole iteration space be D�h �D�w�
where D� � d�M and D� � d�P � With the rectangular partitioning� there are d� � d� supertiles�
With the parallelogramshaped partitioning� there are �d�����d� supertiles� and the �rst and last
supertiles in each column are partial� The following lemma is a direct consequence of the results
in Table 	�

Lemma � With the previous notations� assume that M � �P � ��jrj� The total execution time to
process the iteration space is�����

����
Trect � �M � �P � ���� � c��d�d�Tcomp

for rectangular tiles
Trise�r� � �M � �P � ���� � c� r����d�� ��d�Tcomp

for parallelogram tiles with rise r

For rectangular tiles� we rewrite Trect as

Trect � �M � �P � ���� � c��
D�

M

D�

P
Tcomp�

to show that it is a decreasing function of M � In other words� M should be chosen as large as
possible� namely� M � Mmax� where Mmax is such that Mmax tiles �i�e�� Mmaxhw computational
points of the iteration space� �t in the �cache� memory of a single processor� For the same value of

�




M � we choose for r the smallest value such that ��� r� c�� � � �i�e�� r � ���� c��� and we derive
that

Trise���� � c�� �M�
D�

M
� ��

D�

P
Tcomp�

We formulate the following proposition�

Proposition 	 If Mmax � �P � ���� � c� D�

Mmax

� then Trise���� � c�� � Trect�

The condition in Proposition � will always be true for large enough domains� In other words�
parallelogramshaped supertiles will lead to the best performance�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we have extended results by H�ogsted� Carter� and Ferrante ��	�� and we have been
able to accurately determine the idle time of a tiling for both parallelogramshaped and trapezoidal
shaped iteration spaces� We have provided a closedform expression of the idle time for all values
of the rise parameter� for a block distribution as well as for a cyclic distribution�
Furthermore� we have used our new results in the context of hierarchical tiling� Although we

have dealt only with a particular instance of the multilevel tiling problem� we believe our approach
is general enough to be applied in several situations �such as those described in �����
Finally� we point out that the recent development of heterogeneous computing platforms may

well lead to using tiles whose size and shape will depend upon the characteristics of the processors
they are assigned to� An interesting research direction would be to extend our approach so as to
incorporate processor speed as a new parameter of the tiling problem�
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